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BM İngilis dili fənni üzrə imtahan sualları 

 

1.     A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

          Everyone waited for an …. opinion  of the Chairman. (authorize, authoritative, 

authoritarian ). 

 

                  B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani  words in brackets 

                        It was hard to realize the full  (вклад/tövhə) of this teaching . 

                

                   C) Match the word with its explanation  

                        All ears  ( data, completely attentive, errors)  

                 

                D)   Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                      I am sure this task won’t  be of any difficulty to me  ( a piece of cake, odds and ends , to   

make head or  tail together)  

                 E)  Complete the sentence.  

                      Openness of the vocabulary …. that English is a very accepting language.(demands, imply, 

accept). 

 

 

2.            A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

     He is a very … person  as he never considers other people’s feelings. ( considerate, 

inconsiderate, considerable ) 

 

        B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani  words in brackets. 

  

      Условия/ şərtlər  of the contract were unacceptable for us.  

 

       C)   Match the word with its explanation. 

 

        Big stink  ( fuss or scandal , software, error ). 
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      D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

       

      Someone disclosed the secret , and it appeared in the press. ( to see eye to eye, to pull one’s 

leg, to let a cat out of the bag)  

 

      E) Complete the sentence . 

 

Modern English has no … to show singular plural, or gender. (inflections, troubles, risks) 

 

3.   A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

        

     The English vocabulary is … still growing. ( apparent, apparently, appearance)  

 

  B)   Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

       Everything  that we associate with the Elizabethan Age can not be explained in any simple 

historical ( понятиями/anlayışlarla).    

 C) Match the word with its explanation . 

      Bug : ( software error, completely attentive, cause for extreme mental effort )  

   

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

Whenever  there was a problem , the staff called on the file clerk who seemed to manage 

computers  well.   ( to fall short , to have a way with , to take a back seat). 

    

                E)  Complete the sentence.  

  … ways of spending  the fund led to its elimination. (economical, uneconomical, different).  

 

4. A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

       

    The uprising was people’s …. to the government reforms (respond ,responsibility, response)  

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words  in brackets  
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       Until 1560 France (считалась/sayılırdı) to be the strongest and most aggressive power on 

the continent.  

 C) Match the expression with its explanation. 

        

      Data bus ( to start, data movement from one place to another, software error). 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

      Now that he retired he appears in town very rarely .( in a nutshell , once in a blue moon, a 

piece of cake) 

 

E) Complete the sentence  

  It was … claimed that  the  taxes would  not be raised  (appoint; authoritatively ; deeply).  

 

 

 

5. A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  

 

     These two developments were closely … ( relative , related, relations)  

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words  in brackets  

 

       The ( подаяния) to the church flowed from the believers in large quantities.  

 

C) Match the word with its explanation. 

 

     Slave  ( Millions of instructions per second , computer  that is controlled by other electronic 

elements of a computer , scandal ) 

 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

Politicians often make exaggerated  or  inaccurate statements   ( to talk through one’s hat;, to 

make head or fail of;  to keep one’s fingers crossed)  

 

E) Complete the sentence 

 

The economy of  the country  has … a decline  lately  (spread; undergone ; produced)  

 

 

 

6. A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  
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     The conduct of the talks will require the …..of all the staff. 

(involve, involvement, involved ) 

 

 

B)   Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets  

 

       (распрострaнение/yayılma) of the English language to other countries appears irreversible. 

        

 

C)  Match the expression with its explanation. 

 

      Lame duck  ( important government position;  politician who has failed to be reelected but 

still in office). 

 

D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

  

      Politicians’ promises seldom meet our expectations  ( to fall short, to take a back seat, to 

have a way with)  

 

E) Complete the sentence  

 

Public diplomacy is to be ...  from public affairs, because the latter provides information to the 

domestic public  ( distinguished ; stated ; provided)  

 

7. A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

No democracy can exist under  an ….. rule. ( authoritative, authorization, authoritarian)  

 

B) Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

Terms of the contract were (неприемлемы/yararsız) for us.  

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

                Purposefully  complicated , and often redundant language ,usually applied  to government and 

similar   bureaucracies  ( Politically correct;  doublespeak ;  plum). 

                 D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                   I wish you good luck at your exam. ( to pull one’s leg, to keep one’s fingers crossed, to talk 

through one’s  hat). 
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                 E) Complete the sentence  

 

USA Embassy officials ... the US Government in a host country.  (tackle; represent; issue).  

 

8. A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

…… of peace is conducted by the UN forces .(maintain, maintenance, main)  

 

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

 Since 1950s  youth culture in (различными/müxtəlif) ways has continued to contribute to the 

English language   

C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

 

   Local  constituents , or common people , whose collective impressions  form what is known as 

public opinion ( grassroots, doublespeak, peacekeeper) 

 

D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

 Strange as it may appear , the president made everybody believe that he could not understand 

how it all happened. ( in a nutshell , to pull one’s leg, to make head or tail of ) 

 

       E) Complete the sentence  

 

The appainted secretaries are ... for the management of foreign affairs  (steady ; responsible ; relate)  

 

9.   A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

     The organization was deeply ….in worldly affairs. ( involve;  involved;  involvement)  

 

  B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

      In the 19
th

  century it was socially (приемлемо/qəbul olunmuş) to use the word   fat while 

now it sounds  insulting    
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C) Match the explanation with the right word  

 

Spokes person or commentator ( spin doctor, wag, couch potato) 

 

D)  Replace the underlined  words  with an appropriate idiom. 

 

 The two leaders were in strong opposition ( to talk through one’s hat;  to be at loggerheads;  to 

make head or tail of)  

 

E) Complete the sentence 

 

The basis of bilateral diplomacy is ... of state-to-state relations   ( maintainance ; appointment ; 

negotiation).  

 

10. A) ) Fill in the space with an appropriate word.  

 

..... technological developments one had to learn English (term; in terms of;  to be on terms)  

 

 B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

  The (разновидности/müxtəlifliklər) of  English  differ  in various ways.   

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

 

    Individual charged  with attempting to control the way an issue or even t is regarded  (wag,  

spin doctor, couch potato). 

 

 D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

 

       You should be more determined and do something about it. ( to take a back seat; to take 

the bull by the horns;  to fall short). 

 

E) Complete the sentence  

 

He could become a mediator, with … and power which could be fostered and enlarged  

(authority;  response ; relation )  

 

11.   A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word 
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       The vocabulary of the Italian language …. mainly  from old Latin ( expand, expansion, 

extend) 

 

  B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

       I want to tell you that I (считаю/hesab edirəm)  you  impatent and impertinent.  

 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

  

    Addicted TV viewer  ( couch potato, woopie,  spin doctor)  

 

             

               D)   Replace  the  underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                  It’s no good always choosing to avoid responsibility   (to take a back seat; to be at loggerheads; 

to see eye to eye. 

                

                 E) Complete the sentence 

 Public diplomacy is as necessary for maintaining and strengthening of friendly  …  with other countries 

as  traditional  diplomacy ( appointment ; relations ; opinion) 

 

12.  A) Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

    The variety of proposals …. surprised  the chairman. ( various, invariably, vary) 

 

                B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

                     The girl seemed  (приобрела /əldə etdi)  a  taste for pretty  clothes  recently    

                  

               C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

                   Cause for extreme mental effort t  (big shot;  brain drain;  all ears)  

                

               D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                     I think we have the same opinion on how to handle this problem. ( to be at sea; to see eye to 

eye;  to make head or tail of) 
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               E) ) Complete the sentence 

One  of  the  main problems of modern international intercourse  is the  increasing  … of diplomacy to 

public opinion ( respond ; response ; treaty)  

 

13. A)   Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

         

      People are often judged by …. (appear, appearance, apparent ) 

 

 

B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

     A wider context may help to understand  the  (подразумеваемое/ nəzərdə tutulmuş) 

meaning  of a word.    

 

              C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 

                    A term for taking a position, political or otherwise , which is offensive to no one  ( lame duck; 

politically correct;  plum)  

  

              D) Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                   Dick made exaggerated statements when he  said  he had got a call from  the  White House.( 

to let a cat out of the bag; to pull one’s leg; to see eye to eye). 

         

               E) Complete the sentence 

In the international organizations  diplomats  serve as ... to the interests of the global community 

(appointment ; contributors ; circuits)  

 

14. A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

      

      The old professor did his best .... his love to history to his students (communication, 

communicate, communicative). 

 

               B)  Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

                 I want to tell you that I (принимаю ваши условия/ sizin şərtlərinizi  qəbul edirəm).        

              C)  Match the explanation with the right word. 
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                Cause interference  to  the enemy’s electronic communications ( peacekeeper;  jam;  fourth 

area) 

 

             D)  Replace the underlined words with an appropriate idiom. 

                 Let’s   wish him good luck.  (to see eye to eye;  to pull one’s leg;  to keep one’s fingers crossed). 

 

             E) Complete the sentence 

The new diplomacy  … the  establishment of  an international organization to act as a forum for peaceful 

settlement of  disputes . ( related ; exchanged ; implied )  

 

15. A)  Fill in the space with an appropriate word. 

 

     The U.S . is  the  greatest  …. to  the  UN  though  it is known to owe  a great sum of 

contributions  to  it. ( contribution, contribute, contributor) . 

 

 

B) Supply the English for the Russian/Azerbaijani words in brackets. 

 

    It is easy to (приобрести репутацию/ reputasiya qazanmaq) but hard to get rid of it. 

C) Match the explanation with the right word. 

 

    Space, the forth arena where war might be waged.( secdef;  wag;  forth area)  

 

 

D)  Replace  the underlined  words  with an appropriate idiom. 

 

     I’ve  got  a few things   for us to snack on while we wait. (odds and ends;  a piece of cake;  in 

a nutshell ).  

 

 

 E) Complete the sentence 

 

A diplomat is expected  to  have  an out-going personality  and a capacity to maintain strong 

personal …  (links ; secrets ; negotiations ) 

 

16. A) Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

            An ambassador who is sent to work  in an embassy abroad very quickly realizes the 

value of languages. (to appoint, to guide, to form). 
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  B)  Complete the sentence. 

             One of a diplomat’s tasks involves …. correspondence  (challenging, handling, 

giving). 

         C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

              Accreditation implies giving official ….  to a diplomatic envoy.  ( authorization,  

grade, challenge).  

         D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Выполнять различные обязанности/Müxtəlif  öhdəlikləri həyata keçirmək 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

  ….. is the art and science of governing a country ( policy, politics, politician) 

17.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

 

     The Conservatives were above all other parties for over ten years ( to dominate, to 

prove, to gain) 

B) Complete the sentence. 

    Diplomats in their decisions are often …. by their  national authorities ( challenged,  

committed, guided) . 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

     Agreement is the approval of an ….or a minister by the government of the receiving 

state. (appointee,  officer, appointment). 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Затрагивать  национальные интересы/Milli  maraqlara toxunmaq. 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

    …. Of Britain  in the sea was unchallenged at the time. ( dominate, domination, 

dominant) . 

18.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

    Before being named for a higher post foreign officers are to serve in various regions of 

the world. (to appoint, to regulate, to start).  

B)  Complete the sentence. 

      Foreign Servicestaff are …. to support  their country’s policy publicly. ( centered, 

committed, handled) . 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

    Ambassador is a top-ranking official who is …. to a foreign  state as a resident 

representative ( to accredit, to find, to face) 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 
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Ирформировать представителей иностранных государств  / Xarici dövlıtlərin 

nümayəndələrini xəbərlandırmaq. 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

The ….of the  community refused to consider our needs ( authorization, authorities, 

authoritatively).  

19.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

A special commission was organized to find out who had given permission to introducing 

the troops. (to establish, to let, to produce).  

B) Complete the sentence. 

The imposed mobility of a foreign officer presents … to family life, (response,  

challenge, responsibility).  

           C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

           Ambassador –At –Large is a diplomatic agent …. to no particular country.(to accredit, to 

lay, to promote) 

           D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Объяснять события и тенденции / Hadisələri və tendensiyaları izah etmək 

           E) Choose the right derivative. 

               Napoleon’s ….. on the Continent encouraged him to prepare an invasion of the British 

Isles (dominance, dominant, domination). 

         20. A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

                    The job of a diplomat may require traveling a lot. ( to introduce, to involve, to 

connect).  

              B)  Complete the sentence. 

                    The ability to speak …. and  correctly at meeting is important for a diplomat at the 

United Nations ( badly, slippery, persuasively) . 

              C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

                    Ambassador-Designate is a diplomat who has been appointed to office but has not 

…. his country .( to present, to show, to face). 

D)   Give English equivalent to the following: 

Проявлять гибкость при выполнении обязанностей/Vəzifələri yetirərkən elastiklik 

göstərmək. 
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E)  Choose the right derivative. 

British prime-minister is officially ….by the Queen (appoint, appointment, appointee). 

21.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

      Nowadays the United States rises above all other countries. (to dominate, to stand, to 

catch). 

B) Complete the sentence. 

    …. a visiting senior official is one of the jobs a political officer docs. (talking, briefing, 

asking). 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic terms. 

   Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary is a personal  …… of the head of one 

state authority to the head of another state.(fellow, representative, negotiator) 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Находится на передовой линии/Ön sırada olmaq 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

An …..to handle such matters is to be established. (authorization, authority, 

authoritarian). 

22.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

The ties between our countries have strengthened lately, and it is important to keep them 

up at the  same level. (to support, to maintain, to include). 

B) Complete the sentence.  

   Junior diplomats are expected to be flexible in …. their  responsibilities. (making, 

operating, handling) 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Attaché  is the lowest ranking  …. of the diplomatic staff. (official, officer, minister). 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Быть готовым продвигать и защищать политику своей страны/Öz ölkəsinin siyasətini 

yönəltməyə və müdafiyə etməyə hazır olmaq.  

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

     The task is too …. for him  to manage it alone. (involve, involved, involvement). 

23.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

Our country refused to take part in the conflict. ( to serve, to survey, to participate). 

B) Complete the sentence. 

 Older people are often ….by outdated principles. (to guide, to fetch, to support). 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Charge D’ Affairs Ad Interim is a secretary of an ….. (editor, embassy, country). 

              D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 
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Постоянно держать свое правительство в курсе событий и изменений в стране 

пребывания/ Olduğu ölkədə baş  verən hadisələr və dəyişikliklər haqda öz hökümətini daim 

xəbərdar etmək. 

  

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

      The ….are expected to start work early next week. (negotiate, negotiators, 

negotiations). 

24.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

The Prime Minister was the one who acted on behalf of his country. (to represent, to 

solve, to show). 

B)  Complete the sentence.  

Am embassy’s  pressattachés  is …. to convey his country’s policy to the public (to 

conclude, to commit, to solve). 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Consul  is an official who is…. by a government  to reside in a foreign country to present 

the interests  of citizens of his country.( to pretend, to follow, to authorize). 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Кратко инструктировать/ qısa məlumat vermək 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

     An important purpose of diplomacy is to promote good …. between states. (relatives, 

relations, relate). 

25.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

     On arriving in the country the ambassador produces his credentials.( to represent, to 

present, to guide). 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

The ….. of a diplomat abroad are different from those at the Foreign Office they are 

much wider. (differences, responsibilities, views).  

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Curriculum Vitae is a …. account of one’s previous career and qualifications especially 

inreference to a job application.(statement, promotion, biography) 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Cопровождать высоко поставленного чиновника/Yüksək vəzifəli  məmuru  müşayət 

etmək   

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

        Many other ministers are engaged in our bilateral ….. (relation, relationship, relatively). 

26.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

English is considered as the most spread language in the UN (to reveal, to regard, to hold). 
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B)  Complete the sentence. 

A number of political figures …themselves in big politics.( to decline, to strain, to distinguish). 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Credentials are a formal paper authorizing a diplomatic agent as one who is ….to act for his 

government or head of state ( to carry out, to handle, to authorize). 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Принимать и обрабатывать ежедневный поток корреспонденции/Gündəlik  məlumat axınını  

qəbul və idarə etmək 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

The organization denied its .... in the terror act. (involve, involved, involvement). 

27.A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents:  

        These two events are easy to connect with each other (to link, to acquire, to 

promote). 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

 This matter requires delicate …. (thought,  approach, state). 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

        Counselor is a state secretary at an…. who in the absence of the head of the ministry 

acts as “Charge d’Affairs”. ( ministry, embassy, office). 

D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

 Учить младших сотрудников правильно выполнять свои обязанности/ Aşağı  

vəzifəli  işçiləri öz vəzifələrini düzgün icra etməyi öyrətmək. 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

     ...... is  a plan of action taken by a government ,political party, business ,etc. (policy, 

politics, politician). 

28. A)  Replace the underlined words by equivalents: 

 

Before being named for a higher post foreign officers are to serve in various regions of he 

world. (to approve, to appoint, to carry out). 

B) Complete the sentence. 

The responsibilities of a diplomat abroad are .... from those at the Foreign Office: they 

are much wider. (to distinguish, responsible, to wage). 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Doplomatic Corps is the collection heads of foreign diplomatic ....and their staff’s in the 

capital of a country. (ministry, state, mission) 
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D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Cоставлять дипломатические депеши/ Diplomatik telegramları tərtib etmək  

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

A diplomat  is not to publish any writing on international  …. (policy, politics, politician) 

29. A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

            The economy of the country has experienced a decline lately. (to create, to undergo, to 

start). 

B)  Complete the sentence. 

              In its work the UN is ….. by the principles formulated in its charter. ( to guide, to 

solve, to promote) 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

              Diplomacy is the art of ….. international relations. ( consuming, conducting, 

representing). 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Излагать тексты шифрованных телеграмм/ Şifrəli  telegramların  məzmununu izah 

etmək. 

  E)  Choose the right derivative. 

        ..... is  the system by which a country produces wealth ( economics, economy, 

economist). 

30.   A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

                     The present world system of international relations started in ancient Greece. (to 

originate, to promote, to participate). 

B) Complete the sentence. 

                  Work and life in developing countries may be too …. ( challenging,  similar, great) . 

C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Diplomat is one who is …. in diplomacy (effective, serious, efficient) 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Cтолкнуться с трудностью/ Çətinliklə  üzləşmək 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

      …. Is also a way of spending and saving money. (economy, economics, economist). 
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31.A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

Russia insist on all countries receiving a permission or approval of the UN to any use of 

force in the region (expression, authorization, power). 

 B) Complete the sentence. 

 A career diplomat is expected to display his ….. to his country (debt, commitment, line). 

 C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

Dispatch is a written ….. to the secretary of state or minister for foreign affairs from a 

diplomatic or consular office  abroad. ( letter, cable, responsibility) 

 D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Работать в качестве политического советника посла/Səfirin siyasi  məsləhətçisi  qismində 

işləmək 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

    .... way  of spending the fund led to its elimination. (economy, economic, uneconomical). 

32.  A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

The power of the United States in the world is unquestionable (leader, authority, promotion). 

         B) Complete the sentence. 

         No country  …. The US authority  in the international arena. (to challenge, to scare, to 

carry). 

          C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

          Envoy is a diplomatic  …. who  ranks immediately below an attaché .(case, agent, 

state). 

 D)  Give English equivalent to the following: 

Говорить и писать правильно, кратко и убедительно/Düzgün, qısa və inandırıcı danışmak və  

yazmaq. 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

      The Government was considiring most ..... ways of managing the staff. (economic, 

economical, uneconomical). 

33.A) Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

The actions that the local government takes are ineffective.( states, authorities, policy). 

B) Complete the sentence.  

The art of …. people  is of a little significance without the gift of understanding others and 

seeing from their point of view. (influence, distinguished, helpful). 

C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 
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Full Powers is a special written …. from  the head of state given to a negotiator to conduct 

negotiations.( cable, authorization, rule). 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Информировать представителей иностранных государств о политических 

взглядахсвоего правительства/ Xarici ölkələrin nümayəndələrini öz  ölkəsinin siyasi 

baxışları haqqında məlumatlandırmaq. 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

The economic problems demanded .... management. ( uneconomical, economical, economy). 

34.A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

The Foreign Office is waiting for an answer to its note. (response,  method, claim). 

        B) Complete the sentence . 

            The challenges that a diplomat may face in a foreign country may turn out to be ….. 

(authorized,  unbearable, seeming). 

      C)  Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

            Good Offices are mediatory  ….. by a third party. (roles, services, laws). 

D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Затрагивать национальные интересы/ Milli maraqlara toxunmaqş 

E) Choose the right derivative. 

…. Is also the financial aspects of a branch of industry. (economy, economics). 

35.   A)  Replace the  underlined words by equivalents. 

The obligations of a foreign service officer are all-embracing (responsibilities, effects, 

industry). 

             B)  Complete the sentence. 

           One of the junior officers’  ….is handling  correspondence. (feelings, positions, 

responsibilities). 

               C) Complete the definition of a diplomatic term. 

              Legate is an envoy or minister, especially one who officially ….. the Pope . (to 

handle, to feel, to represent) 
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D) Give English equivalent to the following: 

Выполнять различные обязанности/Müxtəlif  vəzifələri həyata  keçirmək. 

E)  Choose the right derivative. 

       The terms of the contract  are yet to be .... (negotiation, negotiator, negotiate). 
36.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

He is not responsible …..correspondence. (for handling, in handling, for being handled). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

 

At present …. run for two and a half minutes. (advertisement, commercials, advertiser). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Back        a) assistance 

2. Aid           b) support, to support 

3. Axe           c) to dismiss, to cut    

               D) Choose the right alternative: public or social:  

                    In a free society newspapers are a …. forum .  

E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                   Representative (legislate) bodies, freely (elect) under universal suffrage ,became the key  

institutions of democratic (govern).    

37.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

I have been busy …. the current events. (in being reported, in reporting, for being reported). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

…… in mass media is one of the highest. (competition, competitor, competitiveness) 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Aide         a) assistant 

2. Ban          b) to prevent 

3. Bar           c) prohibition, to prohibit 

               D) Choose the right alternative:  public or social: 

                   The commonest air pollution comes from the cigarette smoke polluting many ….places. 

               E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                   The prime minister faced (diminish) in importance and authority.  

38.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

He is surprisingly good …. Problems.(at solving, at being solved, with solving). 
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 B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

 These two newspapers ….for their readership ever since they were launched.  

  (compete, competition, competitive). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings 

1.Bid a) agreement, conflict ,to disagree 

2.Clash            b) attempt, to attempt, to offer 

3.Drive           c) campaign 

D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

Show was an outstanding speaker at the numerous …. meetings and debates which      

were part of London ….life.  

E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

 Nominally the (elect) gave him 253 supporters against 123 confirmed (oppose) members.  

39.  A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

I am afraid …..( of being misunderstood, at misunderstanding, at being misunderstood). 

  B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

Your …. on the objectivity of the press has no ground. (reliability, reliable, reliance). 

 C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                                  1. Blast           a) agreement, bargain 

                                  2. Deal            b) to explode, explosion 

                                  3. Hail              c) to welcome ,praise 

                            D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                The Romans made bathing an elaborate ….. occasion.  

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                 Some new England colonies (succeed) in becoming self (govern)  

40.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

My father thinks I’m not capable …. my own living. (of being earned, at having earned, of 

earning). 

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 
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                             Some distinguished politicians try to avoid unwanted ….. (publication, publicity, to    

                          publicize).  

                           C)  Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                               1. Blaze                a) incident or accident 

                                2. Drama              b) fire out of control 

                                3. Envoy               c) diplomat, ambassador 

                           D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                Every land has its own ….customs and traditions.    

E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                For the first time British politicians supported the rights of the king’s (subject)  

abroad (govern) themselves. 

41.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

 

    I was surprised ….. a member of the team. (at not being considered, with not 

considering, at not considering).  

B)Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

The media …. not only information about the world, but ways of seeing and  

understanding it. (provision, provide, providing). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                                 1. Haul            a) quick movement, to rush 

                                 2. Coup           b) quantity of something stolen or seized 

                                 3. Dash            c) overthrow  

                            D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                 A …. school for an American means the elementary school in which education is  

                            Free.                           

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                Luther’s (succeed) thought him to be obviously right.  

42.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 
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     At the time I was very keen …. an independent income. (with being got, on getting, on 

being got). 

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

                                Rupert Murdoch is the largest single newspaper …. (own, owner, ownership). 

                           C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                                1. Boost              a) to arrest 

                                2. Flee                 b) to promote, to speed up 

                                3. Hold                c) escape, run away 

                            D) Choose the right alternative:  public or social: 

                                A ….school for an Englishman means a very expensive school which prepares its pupils  

for universities to take high …..position after graduation.  

E)Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

 In Australia symbolic (execute) power is vested in the British monarch who is  

represented  by the (govern) –general.  

43.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

 He is known to be good …. with people. (on communicating, at communicating, on  

being  communicated).  

                           B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

                               A story can be “dramatic”, “serious” and “amusing” at the same time, and newspapers  

will choose which side of the story …. (emphasis, emphatic, emphasize). 

                          C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

                              1. Hurdle          a) to censor, censorship 

                              2. Gag               b) approach of something threatening 

                              3. Zoom            c) difficulty, obstacle 

                         D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                              The …. attitude to smoking has dramatically changed, the amount of tobacco  
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consumed has decreased.  

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                             Australia is a federal state (govern) by a (constitute) (adopt) in 1900. 

( governed, constitution, adopted). 

44.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

   He succeeded …. the task. (in being fulfilled, at fulfilling, in fulfilling). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

It is difficult for the media ….the growing number of crises throughout the world. (cover 

up, uncover, coverage). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1.Mob             a) to capture, to amount to 

                                2. Net              b) unpleasant experience 

                                3. Ordeal         c) a crowd of people 

                         D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                              The committee brought out the draft of …. reforms. 

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                              The UN inspectors operate in (accord) with the SC resolution.  

45.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

    He congratulated the new members …. to the community. (on having been admitted, 

at being admitted, with admitting).  

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

    As far as his prospects in big politics …., they are doubtful. (concern, concerned, 

consideration). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1.Nuke                 a) restriction, to restrict 

2. Parley              b) nuclear weapons     

3.Curb                 c) negotiations, talks 

             D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                  The authorities are responsible for the …. orderduring the rally.  

             E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                  There seems to be a continual erosion of our (judge) system.  

46.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

    A minister for foreign affairs is to have qualities that should prevent him …. himself 

in any discussion. (at compromising, from compromising, from being  compromised). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 
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     Most readers were attracted by the colorful …. of the book. ( coverage, cover, cover 

up). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Peril                 a) disappointment  

2. Host                 b) danger 

3. Blow                 c) to entertain  

                           D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                The royal family life always causes intense ….. curiosity.  

                         E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                               In 1824 members of the Electoral College were still selected by six state( legislate). 

                               (legislators).  

47.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

   Russia insist ….. a UN authorization to the use of force in the region.( at receiving, on       

                        being received, on receiving). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

    It is very easy to challenge the …. of the news source. (reliability, reliance, reliable). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Pledge      a) to criticize severely, sharp criticism  

2. Boom        b) to promise, promise  

3. Slam          c) sudden beneficial growth 

                            D)Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                                 By providing a window on the world, newspapers make ….. facts that would otherwise  

                            remain  hidden or unknown.     

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                 In 1917 the U.S. Congress granted Puerto Ricans the right (elect) all of their (legislate). 

                                 48.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

                  Those students who have only excellent marks may get their pass …. at the exam. 

( with asking, without being asked, on asking). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

  The newspaper had published  an apology and pay a fine for its unchecked ….  . 

( publicity, publication, publisher) 

C)  Match the headline words to its meanings: 

1. Sore                    a) the number of people killed (victims) 
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2. Toll                      b) to increase dramatically  

3. Swoop                 c) raid 

                          D) Choose the right alternative: public or social: 

                 Show was an outstanding speaker at the numerous …. meetings and debates which      

                        were part of London ….life.  

                          E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                               Magistrates are (judge) officers, who are responsible for ( judge) cases in lower courts. 

49.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

They claim that their method is the fastest way …. to speak a language. 

( of learning, in being learned, at learning). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

     The President sounded most …. in his appeal to the audience.( emphasize, emphasis, 

emphatic). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Snub             a) to question, to interrogate 

2. Riddle           b) to turn down, to reject 

3. Quiz              c) mystery 

                            D)  Choose the right alternative public or social: 

                           The commonest air pollution comes from the cigarette smoke polluting many  

                            ….places.    

                            E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                                The Lord Chancellor heads the ( judge) in England and Wales.  

50.A) Use the correct preposition and form of the gerund. 

Attractive people have a better chance …. (of promoting, of being promoted, about 

promoting). 

B) Complete the sentence with the right derivative. 

Our readership prefers intelligent ….. without bias. (cover, coverage, cover up). 

C) Match the headline words to its meanings. 

1. Weigh           a) to consider 

2. Woo              b) alarm 

3. Scare             c) to try to win somebody’s  favour 

                              D) Choose the right alternative: public or social. 

                          The authorities are responsible for the …. order during the rally. 
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                              E) Put the verb in the brackets in the right derivative form. 

                              (Execute) of lows is exercised by (execute) bodies.  

 


